Our purpose here is to show that if the trivial solution of the initial value problem Then the trivial solution of the perturbed initial value problem (P) z'it) = Azit) + f ' Bit -s)zis) ds + p(zit)) for t > r, zit) = fit) on [0, r], is also uniformly asymptotically stable.
Our purpose here is to show that if the trivial solution of the initial value problem Proof. Fix t and / and then put y(Ù = zit + r, r, f) where zit, r, f) solves (P). Then y(t) solves (2) with y" = f(r) and Fit)=f°_TBit-s)fis + r)ds. Clearly F £ C[0, oo), F(~) = 0 exists and |F(t)| < 8Mr Since \fairj\ < 8 fot all n, by possibly taking a subsequence, we can assume that \f (r ) -y"| < e fot all zz and for some yQ. Let y(0 be the solution of (2) for this F and this yQ. Since 'y0' + ^F<^\ <8 + M28 tot all t > 0, then by the choice of 8, \yit)\ < ß for all t > 0 and y(~) = 0. Since R(i) is the resolvent of (L), then (3) can be rewritten in the equivalent form
